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TRAVERSING THE LOCAL AND UNIVERSAL IN THE CATHOLIC RENEWAL: Bedřich z Donín’s pilgrimage to holy sites (1607-8)

ABSTRACT

Increasing numbers of educated Catholic travellers visited holy sites in Europe during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Though we are beginning to uncover more about these holy sites in the context of ‘local’ religion, we know very little about how educated travellers encountered them. These sacred places were also places of mobility and exchange. This article explores the responses of an educated traveller from Bohemia on a pilgrimage to Loreto and his encounters with holy sites and religious materials along the way and what this reveals about Catholicism in between the local and universal.
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INTRODUCTION

The Catholic Renewal not only spanned a wide geographical area and time period, but also embraced social, economic, political and cultural issues. It is now understood as a plural and fractured movement influenced by numerous historical actors and experienced in diverse ways.1 The idea of a hegemonic confessionalization clearly laying the foundations for the modern state has been broken down by two striking tensions that have come to characterize the Catholic
story in this period: firstly, the push and pull of local religion versus a more ‘universal’ type of official religion, explored in a number of classic studies across Europe;\(^2\) secondly, a friction in the negotiation of power between the church authorities and the laity.\(^3\) It is a constant challenge to understand the dynamics of these elements and furthermore how they were experienced by people in this period. Finding a way to access the Catholic Renewal as a cultural phenomenon and Catholicism as a ‘lived’ religion is at the heart of this article.

Most studies of the methods and reception of Catholic Renewal that have crucially reshaped our understanding of local and lay perspectives have focused on localities and landscapes. The benchmarks in this area of research have been William Christian’s study of New Castile and Marc Forster’s work on the Bishopric of Speyer, as well as research into particular ‘super shrines’ like Gerhard Woeckel’s study of Altötting and Floriano Grimaldi’s studies of Loreto.\(^4\) Alexandra Walsham has been the proponent of how confession is lodged in sacred landscapes, such as at Holywell in Wales.\(^5\) Each of these studies takes location as the constant and accounts of people as the variable. This focus on Catholic Renewal at certain sites has told us much about local faith, but it now seems pertinent to turn our attention to what happens to perceptions of the Catholic Renewal when an individual is made the constant and location becomes a variable. In taking this perspective travellers take centre stage.

Firstly, who were the travellers to Catholic holy sites in this period? Historians of early modern travel have been quick to identify a ‘decline’ of pilgrimage in the early modern period.\(^6\) Their attention has instead been drawn to the
emergence of the educated traveller. The new humanist focus was specifically on travel ‘as’ education rather than merely ‘for’ education in one of the many university towns that attracted young elites from across the continent.\(^7\) A developing discourse about new ways of observing, analysing and accounting for encounters was linked to this new form of educative travel. Parallel to this new practice it is evident that pilgrimage narratives continued to be produced.\(^8\) The idea that ‘types’ of traveller in this period were mutually exclusive needs modification; rather these coexisting developments culminated in a new kind of ‘attentive’ pilgrim.

More importantly for the story of the Catholic Renewal, we need to understand how these educated Catholic travellers encountered sites of renewal and how religious experience and understanding was mediated by them. Their experiences provide a particularly important insight into the successes and challenges of ecclesiastical efforts towards Catholic Renewal and I propose that a focus on the religious experiences of such travellers casts a raking light onto the issues of Catholic Renewal at local and universal levels. Here I use the case study of the Czech pilgrimage travelogue of a Bohemian nobleman to investigate these local and universal dynamics.

In the article I firstly locate Bedřich z Donín’s ‘Pilgrimage to Loreto’ (Loretanská Pout) in a Bohemian context, secondly I identify him as a new sort of educated Catholic traveller and thirdly I show how his case study flags up issues of the Catholic Renewal as it is experienced across different localities. Methodologically I use evidence in the travelogue of how Donín encountered...
material culture to draw focus towards lay response to and understanding of sites of Catholic Renewal. In the main body of the article I show how experience of holy sites, which were often officially regulated by the church, could be mediated by travellers and how far official religious ideas successfully penetrated pilgrimage experience. I argue that the traveller’s identity and beliefs shift immensely in relation to locality and the relative cultural experience attached to those sites.

BEDŘICH Z DONÍN’S PILGRIMAGE TRAVELOGUE

In 1608, as a Catholic, Donín belonged to a minority faith in Bohemia estimated at 10-15 percent of the population. Prague was the seat of the Holy Roman Empire under Emperor Rudolf II (r.1576-1612) and held within it a multiplicity of faiths. Lutherans, Calvinists, Anabaptists, Bohemian Brethren and Utraquists together constituted a non-Catholic majority. They had emerged from the Hussite revolution (1419-36) and what Bohemians saw as the Protestants’ ‘Second Reformation’ of the sixteenth century. These confessional groups all vied for acceptance and political power. Though the Protestant faiths were not accepted by Rudolf II they were largely tolerated and thus managed to gain power to the extent that in 1609 the Protestant estates forced Rudolf II to issue the Letter of Majesty, which granted the right to universal Protestant worship. Against this background of Protestant strength, the intense and seemingly successful recatholicization of Bohemia after 1620 seems surprising.
Historians have so far mainly focused on force and persuasion following the Battle of the White Mountain (1620), including a legal ban on non-Catholics and the persecution and exile of those that would not convert, in order to understand how recatholicization could have been so dominant in Bohemia.\textsuperscript{13} Donín’s account however provides an important Bohemian testimony for the undercurrents of Catholic continuity and ‘renewal’ on the eve of the White Mountain. A study of the Catholic population in Bohemia and their religious culture and beliefs before this decisive moment is still lacking as has been highlighted by Howard Louthan.\textsuperscript{14} Louthan himself has pointed to the importance of the nobility in supporting Catholicism in Prague in the early seventeenth century and therefore paving the way for later recatholicization.\textsuperscript{15} Particularly pertinent is his study of the case of Vilém Slavata, who, after a four-year study tour to Italy, converted to Catholicism from the Bohemian Brethren because of its genuine confessional appeal. In letters to his father, Slavata claimed to convert because Catholicism offered a secure and unified spiritual and cultural tradition as opposed to the fractious Protestant religions; that older tradition was still clearly visible in the monasteries and churches that shaped the Bohemian landscape. Louthan uses this case to highlight the appeal of a cosmopolitan Catholic milieu and the promise of a broader cultural and confessional world that this brought with it. This element was clearly strengthened in Prague in this period by the presence of the Habsburg court under Rudolf II from 1583, but also by experiences that a large number of the nobility had whilst travelling.
Travel plays a somewhat incidental part in Louthan’s account; however it should be investigated in its own right for what it can tell us about the formation of a Catholic identity at this fragile stage of the Catholic Renewal, especially in such culturally heterogeneous lands as Bohemia. Here Bedřich z Donín’s account represents an ideal opportunity to study the educated Catholic traveller. Donín went on the pilgrimage to Italy to reinforce his Catholic identity rather than just as a study tour. He had already attended the Prague Jesuit College in 1587-8 and the Jesuit University at Ingolstadt in 1592-3 and thus represents the segment of nobility that were a product of the Jesuit educational institutions that Robert Evans has credited with playing a significant role in laying the foundations for the Bohemian Catholic Renewal prior to recatholicization. Donín maintained this link with the Jesuit community throughout his life and even undertook part of his travels to Loreto with a Jesuit guide and tutor, Petr Velcursius. The travelogue provides evidence for how Donín fused his educated Catholic outlook with a new type of educated travel.

Many of the descriptive sections in Donín’s travelogue adhered to the new rational style of observing, measuring, categorizing and praising in formulaic ways that was expounded in ars apodemica, and which had been developed since the 1570s. For example, measurements were noted inside the Sibyl’s cave near Pozzuoli where Donín recounted how they ‘found a nice way under the ground like an alley carved in the rock ten feet in breadth, and likewise high and five hundred long.’ This method of verifying by empiricism was used by travellers all over Europe as proof of visiting specific sites. Additionally, lists of what to describe
directed the traveller to observe certain categories. These were set out in branch diagrams in ars apodemica, like Georgius Loysius, G Loysii Curiovoitlandi Pervigilium Mercurii, quo in agitur de praestantissimis Peregrinantis virtutibus (Curiae Variscorum, 1598). Treatises on travel like Bacon’s essay Of Travel (1625) developed this structure into the seventeenth century and noted that one should pay attention to ‘the churches and monasteries, with the monuments which are therein extant’… the walls and fortifications of cities… and so the havens and harbours; antiquities and ruins;… houses and gardens of state and pleasure…; and, to conclude, whatsoever is memorable’.\(^{20}\) Observations of religious buildings thus remained an integral part of the ‘methods’ alongside purely secular observations.\(^{21}\) Throughout the travelogue Donín refers to all these items diligently.

Alongside ‘what’ to observe, ars apodemica also proposed schemes regarding ‘how’ to observe. Cities and countries were to be praised amongst other things for their ‘strength’, beauty, produce, the excellence and way of life of the people, the virtue of the rulers and their power, piety and constitution.\(^{22}\) Donín regularly employed this rhetoric throughout the travelogue. He specifically used the words ‘cheerful’ or ‘happy’ (veselý), ‘fertile’ (ourodný/urodný), ‘strong’ (pevný), ‘great’ or ‘big’ (velký), ‘excellent’ (výborný), ‘pretty’ or ‘nice’ (peký), and ‘famous’ (slavný) to denote his praise of places and the landscape. Donín’s travelogue shows how the older focus of pilgrimage could now sit alongside new forms of educated travel and that holy sites were encountered within a secular landscape. Travelogues reflected these mixed interests.
Two questions present themselves prior to embarking on an analysis of the content of the travelogue: why did Donín undertake this expensive and dangerous pilgrimage and why did he subsequently produce such a lavish and richly decorated manuscript? Firstly, Donín’s pilgrimage followed the death of his wife, so we might speculate that it was connected to his new independence and mourning. This may also explain why the focus of the pilgrimage was Loreto – a place suited to his current spiritual concerns regarding his wife in that it centred on Mary and aspects of femininity and family. The pilgrimage itself would have been a costly and dangerous one and it is perhaps a factor in why Donín died destitute. Secondly, it is tempting to assume that the lavishly decorated travelogue manuscript was intended as a presentation copy to impress Rudolf II, but there is no clear evidence of this. It is also unlikely that it was intended for publication as it is so richly decorated and in any case it would have been in strong competition with the pilgrimage account, Cesta, by Harant z Bedružice a Polžice, which had recently been published in 1608.

In light of work done on Polish travelogue manuscripts by Hanna Dziechcińska we might alternatively propose that the likely purpose of the manuscript was as a display of status amongst an elite circle and also as a personal pious aide memoire. The Czech text may indicate that it was intended for a Czech-speaking audience and that Donín wanted to identify himself as ‘Bohemian’. We do know that it would have been costly to produce because of the amount of work and time spent on its production by a number of specialists and the use of expensive materials, especially the gold and silver paint, used for every illustration. Whatever
the unknown reasons for the pilgrimage and the production of the travelogue were, through this great investment of resources Donín must have sought to emerge as a Catholic nobleman hoping to impress his contemporary elites with a beautifully illustrated account of his encounter with the most distinguished Bavarian and Italian holy sites.

This article specifically explores how Donín responded to holy sites, with a focus on the materials that they contained – the relics used to glorify religious sites and the material ‘evidence’ used to authorize and explain stories of miracles – and further how these sites fitted into a sacred geography.27 I analyze how encounters with Catholic material culture during pilgrimage shaped the Catholic confessional identity of this Bohemian nobleman. By privileging material evidence, it is possible to reveal how objects functioned to connect local and universal aspects of Catholicism across Europe. The material strategy adopted by the wider Church acted as a safety net allowing minority Catholics even in Bohemia – one of the most divided faith communities in Europe at the time – to sustain and renew their religion.

NEW UNDERSTANDINGS OF CATHOLIC MATERIAL CULTURE

Well-known holy sites in Europe and the famous relics and icons that they contained continued to attract pilgrims in this age of Reformation. Their fame as sites allowing access to the divine at certain points in the landscape had been established in the medieval period and continued to shape the pilgrim’s experience in the Catholic Renewal. Just like many other Catholics, Donín chose to undertake his
pilgrimage to some of the most famous sites including Altötting, Loreto and Rome. In particular, Rome had recently undergone numerous building projects initiated by a succession of post-Trent popes to renew the city as the ultimate example of the most sacred place on Earth. Alongside the recent discovery and promotion of the catacombs in 1578, a major part of this effort was to highlight the number and importance of relics that Rome’s churches contained. Printed relic and city guides advertised such sites to pilgrims as worth visiting and Donín’s account shows evidence that he was guided by this literature. In Rome his travelogue reflected relic guides through his somewhat laborious and attentive description of the churches. For example, within a lengthy section he notes ‘the reed, which was put into the hand of Christ the Lord, the heads of St Peter and Paul,… Moses and Aaron's rod, the red robe of Christ the Lord’ that he saw at the Church of St John Lateran. Elsewhere it is evident that Donín also used such texts about Loreto to guide his eight-page account of the history of the transfer of the house of Loreto including a long passage regarding the ‘miracles’ and ‘wonders’ that took place there. In places his account is reminiscent of Orazio Torsellino’s Lauretanae historiae libri quinque (Rome, 1597), Girolamo Angelita’s L’historia della traslazione della S. Casa della Madonna a Loreto (Fermo, 1586) and he may also have used information from the marble plaques fixed onto pillars at the Loreto Church engraved with Pietro Teramano’s 1472 account.

Highlighting the travelogue’s intertextual connections might lead one to suspect that the travelogue merely represents a repetitive and simple account of the
materials at these holy sites copied from lists and guides and can therefore tell us little new. However, as I have shown in an analysis of the ‘visual intertextuality’ of the pictures in the manuscript, a closer look at copying reveals deeper layers of value and meaning embedded within the creative decisions. From closer analysis of the text it is evident that Donín’s responses to the material culture and his choices of what to translate and relate are not only subtle and appreciative treatments of individual items, but they give us a glimpse into the early modern Catholic pilgrim’s cultural world and value systems. It was particularly inside these holy sites that there was renewed pressure regarding the interpretation of material culture within the church. Protestants attacked the conceptual foundation of Catholic religious material culture from outside, but reformers within the Catholic Church also highlighted the need to define how religious objects should be used in worship and how they acted on the world around them. In 1563 these issues had been tackled in the Council of Trent’s Twenty-Fifth Session ‘On the invocation, veneration, and relics, of saints, and on sacred images.’ Yet, responses by the Catholic population and changing understandings of material culture in the Counter-Reformation context are much harder to grasp. Experiences of contact with material culture during pilgrimage allow us exactly this opportunity to glimpse at response and understanding amongst a specific section of the laity. Pilgrimage itself allowed the Church an opportunity to shape and work out this revised understanding of the material world of Catholicism in the Catholic Renewal. A detailed reading of Donín’s text reveals how closely he
stuck to the new Catholic orthodoxy and therefore how successful it had been in permeating the world-view of such a pilgrim and educated Catholic.

There was great concern about how miracles were connected with objects. The Twenty-Fifth Session stipulated that bishops ‘especially instruct the faithful diligently concerning the intercession and invocation of saints; the honour (paid) to relics; and the legitimate use of images.’

It was important to specify a particular understanding of the agency of space relating to relics and images. Throughout the text Donín uses a language of ‘proximity’ with great subtlety of understanding of this reformed concept. At Altötting, Donín specified the place through which miracles happen; ‘Above the altar is an ancient picture of the celebrated Mary… in this place many miracles have taken place and people from the intercession of the gracious Mary have recovered from many types of ailments in the past, blind people, deaf people, lame people all came to regain their health.’

Similarly in Milan ‘by the grave [of Cardinal Charles Borromeo] many miracles have been caused as befits the Lord God’; at the Church of St Mary in Genoa there is ‘a pious picture of Mary, by which some miracles have happened’; and in Florence at the Church of the Virgin Mary Annunziata ‘there is one picture of the Blessed Virgin Mary; by which many miracles happen’. Proximity in terms of being ‘in this place’ or ‘by’ a relic or icon was essential to miracles taking place. Donín’s text thus reveals how a discourse of space relating to those objects arose as he subtly tries to get around the issue of idolatry and the superstitious idea that power was worked by the pictures.
Donín’s sensitivity to the dynamics of space within holy sites adhered strongly to the values of the Tridentine Church. When looking at his actual descriptions of religious material culture it is further evident just how deeply his understanding was embedded. Throughout the Church’s history, the ecclesiastical authorities feared that people might start to worship religious materials in idolatry rather than use them for the intended purpose of veneration. Donín, no doubt well-educated in the Tridentine canon on such matters by his Jesuit tutors in Prague and Ingolstadt, showed an adept negotiation of this line in how he responded differently to the spiritual, aesthetic and financial values of items within these sites.

Firstly, Donín responded to material culture showing a sensitivity to the relative religious values of holy objects. At Seefeld Donín described that ‘We also saw in this chapel a beautiful reliquary, amongst other things is a precious piece of the Lord’s cross still bleeding.’\textsuperscript{37} The reliquary was described in its aesthetic quality as ‘beautiful’, but the piece of the cross was ‘precious’, implying rather a spiritual value. The Church’s glorification through expensive materials and highly worked craftsmanship was often set against the humble material of the relic. At Loreto, Donín described the contact relics of Mary’s Holy House: ‘they show two whole bowls and with great diligence they are looked after like the most expensive jewels’.\textsuperscript{38} Donín’s use of a simile to compare values revealed that the real worth of the bowls was far greater than the material that they were made from. Donín’s account fits a value system set by the Church that distinguished between spiritual
value often embodied in humble materials and the value of objects created to glorify those relics.

Describing the art of churches around these holy objects, Donín continues to reveal a close understanding of values invested in these objects. From the perspective of studies of travel writing, travellers of this period have generally been criticized by historians, such as Antoni Maćzek, for their ‘stereotypical approach’ to art. Maćzek criticizes the over-emphasis on the ‘material’ value or financial worth of the object, rather than displaying an appreciation of ‘aesthetic’ in the skill of individual artists.39 Similarly, Edward Chaney has criticized the inadequate ‘aesthetic vocabulary’ in the work of writers describing art and architecture on their travels to Italy.40 These criticisms however are highly anachronistic and miss a vital opportunity to explore the cultural value systems of these travellers. Donín meticulously recorded ‘artistic’ objects surrounding relics, such as art, statues and architecture and his text allows us to investigate a more complex relationship between different values associated with these objects. His account of religious art and architecture did often foreground a ‘material’ aspect, but a closer reading reveals that this was part of an engagement with a structured value system that indicated that these objects connected their sites with a powerful and unified religious culture.

Donín’s attention to aesthetic value and appreciation of the skills involved in making religious objects are evident in how he noted the ‘beauty, mastery and craftwork’ of the marble wall surrounding the Holy House at Loreto.41 Elsewhere Donín referred to the ‘masterfully’ built and decorated churches, such as the Church
of St John the Baptist in Florence, whose gilding was ‘beautiful and masterfully
done’. Architectural furnishings such as arches, vaults, columns and gables were
noted, as were the ‘masterful carvings’ of the marble in Il Domo in Milan. These
were not subtle or nuanced descriptions, but they nevertheless reveal an important
consciousness of the aesthetic of holy sites.

In many places Donín adheres to what might be called descriptions of
‘material’ value that Mączak so highly criticized. He identified churches by the
amount of marble they contained and its quality and colour, for example at St Peter
in the Vatican ‘stood twenty-four very beautiful marble pillars of different colours’. Other distinguishing materials came in the form of silver candle holders, such as the
‘twelve very big silver candle holders in the sacristy’ in Lucca, gold in the form of
gilt, such as the very ‘expensive gilt’ of the Church of St John Lateran in Rome, or
the ‘pure gold’ of the tablet above the altar in St Mark’s in Venice, and even at
Altötting pictures that were made with ‘Arabian gold’. Gold was also the material
for chalices, such as that donated to the Loreto chapel by the Archduke Maximilian,
and crosses such as the ‘six gold crosses with precious stones’ that Donín recorded at
St Mark’s in Venice. These examples display the range of material description,
from colour, size, form (gilt or pure gold), and even type of material (‘Arabian’ gold).
Rather than indicating mere copying or obsession with financial worth, the words
reveal many nuances and sensitivities in the description of the actual ‘material’ of
religious architectures and their furnishings.
As a pilgrim concerned mainly with religious experience rather than with art appreciation, Donín’s attention to financial value fits within a transnational frame of reference employed across Catholic culture. Donín refers to the ‘bishop’s pearl crown with many precious stones and one stone of sapphire worth 500 gold pieces’ in the sacristy of Altötting. At Loreto, he notes the ‘gilt silver cross worth forty liber from Pope Julius II’ donated to the Loreto chapel, and the ‘gold ring with a big diamond attached, costing two thousand crowns’ donated to the Loreto Chapel by Cardinal Sfondrata. As these examples show, the financial value of items was often written in precise amounts referring to ‘gold pieces’, ‘liber’ and ‘crowns’, highlighting the connection between physical material and financial worth. Furthermore, what these quotes crucially highlight for the religious aspect is that provenance was an important factor in establishing an awareness of a network of Catholic religious patronage across Europe. The value of an object consisted not only of being made from precious materials, beautifully crafted and being worth a certain amount of money, but also of being attributed to a member of a powerful elite. Provenance was communicated by ecclesiastical authorities to the laity by labelling objects and printing guides to gifts in churches. This created a durable message of lineage to pilgrims. As Donín’s travelogue shows through his own repetition of this knowledge, this strategy was highly successful.

Donín’s many and careful references to the provenance of gifts at the religious sites he visited indicates his attentiveness to and regard for the network of elites that these objects materialized. For example, Donín related a four-page account
of the gifts at Loreto painstakingly including the material, financial worth and provenance of many gifts that one could see in the sacristy or holy chapel;

Candles… bows, arrows, and also a sum of money from Corcuta, a highly esteemed Turkish pasha… an emerald and gold cross embellished with rubies donated by Albrecht, prince of Bavaria, that is valued at twelve thousand gold pieces… a cross of nine large diamonds and three large pearls as big as cherries, worth four thousand gold crowns, from Count Antonin Martinenga and his daughter the Countess Caratae, which is donated together with a cross to the Holy Mother.\textsuperscript{53}

The detail testifies to the importance of making the patronage connections known and is likely to have been influenced by a text like Orazio Torsellino’s Lauretanae historiae, which included some of the gifts recently donated to the Chapel. Many of the donors listed were recent members of the elite of Catholic Europe, such as Albrecht, Duke of Bavaria (duke, 1550-1579) who donated gifts to the shrines at both Altötting and Loreto.\textsuperscript{54} This material gift practice bound elite patrons into a network of shared religious identity centred on the localities of certain relics as a way of establishing powerful dynasties, and had been a conscious strategy of power building since the medieval period.\textsuperscript{55}

Material culture such as those items related in Donín’s passage that were donated by elite patrons staged both dynastic political hierarchies and also spiritual hierarchies. Clear information about the financial worth of these donated objects inevitably created a ranking of patrons. The display and labelling of these gifts at holy sites clearly conveyed this to pilgrims like Donín, but also worked to relate a
message that Catholicism maintained a powerful and extensive elite patronage across Europe. Finally, we should note that pilgrimage itself acted to reinforce this idea of the network of Catholicism by encouraging transnational travel for the purpose of visiting holy sites and then by displaying these transnational connections of patronage materially within those sites. This strategy was important in attracting new believers, but also, for pilgrims like Donín, in renewing Catholicism’s strength as a unified and cosmopolitan religion.

Donín’s mix of aesthetic appreciation and Catholic outlook in response to the material culture of pilgrimage sites is thrown into higher relief when we compare an account of the same sites by Fynes Moryson, a Protestant reformed traveller from England. In particular, if we take their responses to an aesthetic of darkness that was in specific contention at the time, we find the two observers sticking to their respective lines. In 1554 Pier Paolo Vergerio had attacked Catholicism for the dark interiors of its churches, using it as a metaphor of the darkness or ‘tenebre’ of the faith. In Della camera, et statua della Madonna chiamata di Loretto (Tübingen, 1554), Vergerio claimed that Loreto was the ultimate example of idolatry and that this blocked the ‘light’ of true Christianity. These travel accounts show that this metaphor was not just a literary frill but pervaded and affected the travellers’ experiences. From the Protestant perspective, Fynes Moryson interprets this view in his reading of Loreto; ‘My selfe and two Dutch-men my consorts, abhorring from this superstition, by leaue entred the inner Chappell, where we did see the Virgins picture, adorned with pretious Jewels, and the place (to increase religious horror)
being darke, yet the Jewels shined by the light of wax candles. Similarly, at St Mark’s in Venice he commented ‘The rooke in forme of a Globe, lies open at the very top, where the light comes in; for the Church hath no windowes, and the Papist Churches being commonly darke, to cause a religious horror, or to make their candles shew better, this is more darke then the rest.’

Whilst the darkness for Fynes Moryson created an atmosphere of ‘religious horror’, for Donín the black and gold of religious sites provoked awe. He did not explicitly (i.e. textually) engage with this debate, but it is clear from the image of Altötting included in the travelogue that he revered this aesthetic. The picture of the church and chapel at Altötting (Fig. 1) carefully depicted the wood of the screen as beautifully sculpted into curved shapes in an intertwining pattern, with the darkness and the gold of the Church’s interior emphasized. This reflected a positive sense of mystery where possibilities of transformation and the miraculous could emerge out of the contrasting dark like the glimmering and luminous gold paintings.

These different responses show how identity and the cultural frame of reference of the person encountering the distinctive aesthetic of Catholicism (in this case, black and gold) were crucial to whether they interpreted it favourably or negatively. Though Donín’s travelogue demonstrates that transnational cultural exchange within Catholicism was diverse, it also highlights the limits of transconfessional cultural exchange.

The divisive issue of miracles encountered on the Catholic pilgrimage route – either through experiencing one, seeing others experience them, or learning of
historic miracles – split confessional travellers even further. As Donín did not experience any miracles directly I shall focus here on the third group of historic miracles. Though the stories of relics and their miracles that were printed and circulated in Europe were familiar to even those that did not travel, the added element for the religious traveller was to see the actual material evidence of miracles. Across the Catholic lands the Church used actual material ‘evidence’ to establish the truth of claims regarding miracles and to encourage pilgrims and worshippers to believe in miracles that often pertained to the Middle Ages. Displaying material evidence created a ‘memory’ of the miracle and a permanent reminder of a well-established divine power. Donín encountered material evidence of the miraculous throughout his journey. At Seefeld, for example, he was shown marks in stone as evidence of a miracle. He further disseminated the miracle story by writing in his travelogue that ‘In Seefeld there is a monastery and church, in which we have seen great miracles.’ Although Donín did not actually witness a new miracle here himself, by writing that in the church ‘we have seen great miracles’, he associated with a collective memory of a Catholic community.⁵⁹ He continued:

In the year 1384, 223 years ago, one knight called Osvald Mulcer… wanted not a little host, but a big one, like a priest before Mass for Holy Communion. This man to whom the priest consented and handed the majestic sacrament, fell through the earth, and he fell to his hands and knees on the stone altar, and he grasped the altar, and transformed into stone, his fingers and hands were imprinted; and even now one sees the mark of his fingers, and also the hole in the ground through which he fell.⁶⁰
This miracle was concerned with teaching the laity against abusing ‘majestic’ sacraments. The story survived because of its materiality. The marks of the fingers and hole in the stone were a material manifestation of its memory.

In Lucca in the Church of St Fidriana, Donín was shown material evidence of another miracle. After a boy lost everything playing dice, he accosted a picture of the Holy Mary. Donín recounts that ‘he beat its arms and chest from which blood immediately flowed in abundance… I saw that the picture still bleeds, indeed it is here a miracle, which befell, that remains until now and until the end of time, as was shown to us and proved.’ For Donín sight verified the truth of the miracle. The last sentence is particularly revealing: the ‘miracle’ was ‘shown’ to him and acted as ‘proof’. It remained ‘until the end of time’ suggesting that this material evidence represented a permanent proof and a permanent collective Catholic memory. This veridical vision is also evident in the account of Seefeld where Donín stressed that one could still ‘see’ the finger marks and hole in the ground. Furthermore, in describing Mulcer’s still-bleeding host at Seefeld, he noted that ‘when I came this way, I saw it with my own eyes’. The Church used materials to act as evidence of past events and, in the case of the contentious bleeding sacraments, of current transformative miracles. It was both evidence and justification for a divine past and a divine present. On a wider scale these objects reinforced not only local religious identity, but also integrated the local into the transnational. Knowledge of these local
phenomena were disseminated by material information networks in the form of printed miracle accounts or pilgrim’s travel accounts like Donín’s travelogue.

CONFESSIONAL UNDERSTANDING AT DIFFERENT LEVELS: THE LOCAL AND THE UNIVERSAL

We need to ask how we can understand the dynamics of transnational cultural exchanges in this pilgrimage context. Two final examples from Donín’s travelogue suggest a way forward that emphasises the traveller as an actor in his experience. What is important here is to establish an understanding of ‘local’ and ‘universal’ in relation to how these concepts affected the traveller’s perception of what he came across on his travels. It has been shown that communities often developed their own local devotion in the landscape, whereas the Church attempted to direct this local devotion to central super-shrines. This is further layered by passages in Michel de Montaigne’s Journal (1580–81) describing how local communities viewed official pilgrimage sites in their vicinity. Montaigne commented that those living near Loreto ‘rarely go there on a pilgrimage’ and that the healing baths of Lucca were for ‘the benefit of foreigners and those who live far away.’ Although the Church’s attempt to direct devotion to these controlled sites only had limited success amongst local communities ‘at home’, Donín’s account suggests that the clergy might well have achieved their goals with educated pilgrims from abroad.

For Donín, in foreign countries, sacred geography was mainly located in the controlled spaces of the church and the city. These were places that were consciously
created, maintained and controlled by the Church through materials and monuments that inscribed religiosity into that space. The idea that the landscape could be linked to God outside these controlled spaces was even mocked by Donín in the travelogue. In his description of Lake Avernus in the Bay of Pozzuoli he commented that ‘Ancient pagans believed that this was the way to hell.’\(^65\) He himself did not believe that the landscape was physically intertwined with the divine like those ‘ancient pagans’ and was more concerned to give an empirical geographical description of the site; ‘[the lake was] about two hundred and fifty paces deep, around it are hills, the water is salty and because of the great depth it is black’.\(^66\) In this passage Donín implies that he thought holy sites were specific and they were linked directly with the material of relics, rather than seeing the divine metaphorically in the landscape.

In Bohemia, Donín’s interpretation of the divine in the landscape was more open. Donín’s travels were perhaps not directed by official handbooks and guides in Bohemia but rather by ‘local’ knowledge. He recounted at the Monastery of Zlatá Koruna on the Vltava that on the branches ‘between two big lime trees, from which Jan Žižka, enemy of God and the monasteries, had hung the monks who were situated there… the leaves grow in the shape of monks’ caps.’\(^67\) Žižka was a Hussite warrior from the fifteenth century and the memory of his actions across Bohemia were divisive – he was a hero for the non-Catholic population, but for Catholics he was, as Donín describes, an ‘enemy of God’. For Catholics like Donín the miraculous way that God showed his support for the monks through exerting his divine power through nature sustained a memory of heresy and showed the error of
the Hussites. This local knowledge suggests a divide for the pilgrim: in his homeland he was aware of older traditions and memories in the landscape and open to the idea of the divine within it, but abroad he was constrained to the controlled sites of the church and city through more ‘official’ ecclesiastically-directed and controlled guides. His experience was formed not only by texts in the form of guides, the objects and material impact of the sites, or intellectual influences on his observational skills, but also by who he was and what ‘home’ culture he brought with him to these places.

CONCLUSION

Donín’s account reveals a Catholic culture that traversed borders in the landscape, but was simultaneously rooted to local sites through material culture. Exploiting the practice of pilgrimage, the Church formed a strategy of displaying a unified Catholic culture at pilgrimage sites, which could simultaneously connect the local and specific with the universal and cosmopolitan. The international audience at those sites translated this experience back home and reinforced networks with this idea of a cosmopolitan yet unified and shared Catholic culture. Pilgrimages formed a cultural experience that actively shaped the traveller’s beliefs and religious identity.

The way in which Donín responded to religious objects with awe and reverence shows that he identified and engaged with this material culture of Catholicism away from ‘home’. Whilst Tridentine Catholicism has been seen as slow to take hold within localities where there was a greater impetus for renewal of a more
‘traditional’ Catholicism, the testimony of educated travellers supports the idea of a quicker, though still piecemeal, acceptance of reformed Catholicism. Donín’s specific understanding of the new values of religious material culture marked him out as a determined adherent to Tridentine Catholicism. His story supports the argument that the Catholic Renewal diversifies immensely when we focus on different actors.

Donín’s account further layers this argument by showing a contrast between how sacred geography was experienced ‘at home’ and ‘abroad’. In Bavaria and Italy Donín represents the divine as being contained and structured in the controlled spaces of the churches and adheres to a Tridentine value system. However in his account of the leaves of trees at Zlatá Koruna he describes a very local and particular Catholic culture. The travelogue shows therefore that the ‘local’ and ‘universal’ are relative values dependent on actors. For Donín local Catholicism is experienced ‘at home’ in Bohemia, but universal Catholicism is experienced abroad. Furthermore, this shows how pilgrimage experiences and contact with this more universal Catholicism abroad amongst the educated Catholic travellers strengthened reformed Catholicism in this period and played a part in recatholicization in territories such as Bohemia.

This significant case study makes a start in bringing research into educated travellers together with research into sites of Catholic Renewal. Donín’s travelogue allows us a glimpse into what it meant to be an educated Catholic traveller, but his case was not just an isolated example. The number of Bohemian noblemen travelling
to Italy in the early modern period was great. Indeed, as is evident from the abundant alba amicorum from Bohemian lands, young men of all faiths were travelling extensively across Europe. Further study could reveal what that meant for cultural experience, encounter and exchange. Whilst a focus on Catholic Renewal at certain sites still has much to tell us about local faith, we must not forget that religious influences and impulses were travelling within mobile groups including an educated nobility, ultimately shaping religious ideas and cultures back in their homelands.
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